
 
 

CSCO’s ENGAGEMENT ON BIODIVERSITY ISSUES 

 CONCERNING MASINDI-BIISO OIL ROAD CONSTRUCTION  

Introduction  
Uganda National Roads Authority (UNRA) is constructing roads to facilitate oil development. One 
of such roads is the Masindi-Biiso Road. The construction of this road has raised several biodiversity 
concerns. Civil Society has identified several issues especially along the 3.5 km section which passes 
through Budongo Central Forest Reserve. The road passes through a key biodiversity area which is a 
critical habitat for the biodiversity trigger species namely Chimpanzees and Nahan’s Francolin, yet 
there are not enough animal crossing structures provided in the design. The proposed increments in 
the existing carriageway from the current approximately 5-9m to about 10-12m will also lead to loss 
of forest canopy in the right of way, split off and isolate the southern portion of the forest from the 
northern section which will adversely affect the connectivity and movement of wildlife. It will also 
fragment the habitat and reduce its value for wildlife use due to the break in habitat continuity. Highly 
vulnerable forest patches will most likely accelerate forest encroachment; unlocking forest carbon due 
to forest clearing which will result into distortion of the microclimate of the area; and disturbance of 
animals in Protected Areas and road kills of crossing wild animals. 
  
CSCO with its partners have studied the situation and several recommendations made that can create 

a win-win situation for biodiversity conservation and road construction. These include: 

(i) Exploring the possibility of including the construction of overpasses and canopy bridges for 

wildlife crossing in the road designs. Overpasses and canopy bridges ensure safe wildlife road 

crossings. Overpasses include all wildlife passages that cross roads above the level of traffic 

to create permeability of wildlife. In swampy areas, the canopy bridges could also be 

considered. 

(ii) Construction of appropriate culverts for maintaining the water course and flow of the river 

to mitigate flooding downstream. Establishment of additional means of minimizing wildlife 

road kills including strategically placed speed bumps, installing caution and animal crossing 

signs, and investing in a broader educational program for road users. 

(iii) Following good environmental practices during construction to ensure protection of 

biodiversity and replanting trees in areas where they were cut. 

(iv) Use of qualified experts and relevant institutions to monitor the effectiveness of passageways 

for the primates and other wildlife. 

 

 CSCO engagements on the matter? 
Preparation of a memorandum of issues and advocacy letter: CSCO with the leadership of 
WCS constituted a team to review the issues and submitted a memorandum to Uganda National 
Roads Authority (UNRA).  A letter was written and a meeting requested  to discuss the issues and 
expound on the proposals suggested. 



 
 
A copy of the letter sent to UNRA requesting for a meeting to discuss biodiversity and environmental concerns with regard to the Masindi-Biiso 
Road construction in Budongo forest section 
 

 
 
 
 



Preparation and Publication of a Press Statement: In order to raise the profile of the issues, 
CSCO prepared and published a press statement in the print media.  It appeared in the new Vision 
of 9th March 2021. The statement attracted the attention of many stakeholders and further concerns 
were echoed in public fora and sector meetings. 

 
Screenshot of the published statement in the media on the need for environmental sensitivity of oil roads that 
traverse fragile ecosystems 

 
 
Preparation and Publication of a Newspaper Article: In addition to the above activities, CSCO 
wrote an opinion article highlighting conservation issues and proposed measures. The article was 
published in the press media on 6th April 2021. The article can be accessed at; http://csco.ug/wp-
content/uploads/2021/04/oilRoads.pdf 



Feature story  
To further engage stake holders on the issue, CSCO and partners released a feature story highlighting the issues at 
stake and captured commitments from sector players to conserve the environment amidst oil roads construction. a 

The full feature story can be got here https://youtu.be/OGD9AG9luKU 

 

CSCO efforts have not been in vain 

Meeting with UNRA: Following UNRA’s receipt of CSCO’s memorandum of issues and a letter 

requesting for a meeting to discuss environmental and biodiversity concerns over the construction of 

this road, UNRA environment team met with the CSCO team and discussed the matter. In the 

meeting, the UNRA team committed to address all concerns raised on the matter.  

Participation in monitoring: UNRA also asked CSCO to select a team of members who will be 

engaged and co-opted to play oversight role on the project and work with URA team during the 

monitoring exercise. 

Invitation to participate on the Roads Construction Committee:  CSCO has also been invited by 

Ministry of Works and Transport to nominate a representative to the  Construction Industry Development 

Committee (CIDC). This provides an opportunity for Civil Society to inform other projects and ensure that 

biodiversity concerns are taken care of during infrastructure development.  

 

https://youtu.be/OGD9AG9luKU

